


best by northwest
At Headlands Coastal Lodge & Spa, EDG and Scott Edwards embrace the essence of Oregon
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“The Pacific Northwest has its own vernacular.” This from 
a native Oregonian, Scott Edwards Architecture principal Rick 
Berry. He expounds on the concept: strong lines and Asian influ-
ences. Buildings, often gabled, are designed to withstand the wet 
climate. All these elements he put into play for the stunningly low-
key Headlands Coastal Lodge & Spa, sitting beachfront in the fish-

ing town of Pacific City, a two-hour drive 
from Portland.

When the building was designed, 
though not yet constructed, Berry was 
joined by the hospitality specialists at 
EDG Design, which took charge of the 
furnishings. Interior Design last met up 
with EDG president and CEO Jennifer 
Johanson in a vastly different environ-
ment, hot and arid Arizona, for the Andaz 
Scottsdale Resort & Spa, a thoroughly 
corporate hotel as opposed to the per-
sonal passion project that is Headlands. 
Married real-estate developers Jeff 
Schons and Mary Jones, owners of the 
Kiwanda Hospitality Group, had worked 
with Berry for more than two decades. 

Together, the trio built a resort of partial-ownership cottages, 
plus a craft brewery, on a property right on the Pacific Ocean. 
Left over was a narrow slip of land, just 60 feet wide but more 
than 500 feet long. It faces a coastal beacon called Haystack 
Rock, a volcanic formation anchored out in the ocean.
“The owners knew what they wanted,” Johanson jumps in. “Or 

at least they thought they did.” Initially, their source of inspiration 
was the nearby town of Cannon Beach, populated by picturesque 
shops and restaurants. The narrative altered, however, following 
a site visit during which Johanson and her husband, EDG partner 
Patrick O’Hare, kayaked, went crabbing, and ran up and down the 
sand dunes. Luxury made way for outdoorsy as the vibe most likely 
to attract the Nike crowd—both figuratively and literally. A cadre 
of adventure coaches, who plan activities for intrepid guests, 
would replace a traditional concierge. Authenticity is key, too. 
Headlands was to be the antithesis of terminally hip. Johanson 
conceived an about-face for decades of hospitality thinking. 

Approaching Headlands from a two-lane highway, guests pull 
into a porte cochere. The long building at left contains public 
spaces on the main level: first the lobby lounge, next Meridien 
restaurant offering an ocean-to-table menu. A level below, where 
the site slopes down to the beach, is Tidepools Spa, with its walk-
out hot tub. Perpendicular to that building, connected to it by  
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Previous spread: Headlands Coastal Lodge & Spa, a collaboration between 
EDG Design and Scott Edwards Architecture, faces Haystack Rock in the ocean 
off Pacific City, Oregon.

Opposite top: Light shines through laser-cut openings in the steel of the re-
cep tion desk. Opposite bottom: On it sits a driftwood sculpture silhouetted 
against a wool blanket hung as a tapestry.

Top, from left: A chandelier by Christopher Boots illuminates the custom 
leather-covered sofa in the lounge. The fireplace surround is indigenous basalt. 
Bottom: Basalt also stacks up around columns supporting the porte cochere.
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a bridge, a three-story neighbor 
houses the guest accommoda-
tions, all with view-facing 
covered balconies and decks. 

Local, natural, and textural. 
That’s the materials palette to 
a T. Outside, cedar shingles are 
meant to silver with age. Stone 
stacked at the porte cochere and 
around the lounge’s fireplace is 
indigenous basalt—what’s more, 
the owners were adamant about 
having real wood burning in the 
hearth. Meanwhile, timber fram-
ing, supporting the lounge and 
restaurant’s cathedral ceiling, 
is Douglas fir. Flooring is oak, 
including the restaurant parquet 
configured and stained to resem-
ble a Native American rug. 

When it came to ambience, Berry says, “EDG nailed it.” Johanson made sure that it’s the warm and welcoming fireplace, not a super-
slick reception desk, that greets entering guests. Off to the side stands a booth occupied by those adventure coaches, beckoning guests 
to experience the outdoors. Some seating is custom: the serpentine leather-covered sectional, a rosy banquette, stripy restaurant booths. 
Custom pendant fixtures are woven sea grass, inspired by Native American baskets. A branching chandelier skews contemporary. “Yes, 
it’s a bit trendy,” Johanson confesses. “But it feels natural.” More down-home—and entirely appropriate, given the Portland headquarters 
of Pendleton Woolen Mills—is the Pendleton connection at Headlands. A Pendleton blanket hangs as a tapestry behind the reception desk. 
Other blankets as well as pillows pepper the guest quarters. 
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Opposite top, from left: In the lobby, a table made from a fallen elm displays 
a shadow-box sculpture. Sliding glass doors allow Meridien restaurant to open 
to the beach. Opposite bottom: The restaurant’s oak parquet was configured 
and stained to evoke a Native American rug.

Top: All guest rooms and suites have decks or balconies facing the beach. 
Bottom: Artworks interpreting Haystack Rock enliven a colonnade between 
the lounge and the restaurant.
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Ranging from 400 to 450 square feet, the 33 guest rooms and 
suites are super-comfy and simultaneously outdoorsy in spirit. 
The comfort factor comes from fireplaces, sectionals, and, in the 
larger rooms, cast-iron tubs standing right out in the open. Bikes 
and surfboards, the active set’s treasured possessions, can be 
conveniently stowed, thanks to brackets affixed to the wall.

Other walls display local artwork. 
Johanson says she “jumped for joy” 
on discovering Pacific City’s Rowboat 
Gallery, representing “mostly Oregon 
artists who do everything from tradi-
tional oils to contemporary pastels and 
sculpture.” One sculpture, for example, 
is driftwood reborn. By the elevator on 
the ground level, guests get to contribute 
to their own “gallery” beneath a steel 
plate bearing the words What Did You 
Do Today? Just take a photo, print it, 
and clip it to a wire for all to see. “It’s 
super-low-tech. People love it,” she adds.

The aforementioned driftwood 
sculpture sits on the reception desk. 

Across the desk’s front, illuminated cutouts represent a flock 
of geese in flight. “Guests, like geese, are encouraged to return 
seasonally to Headlands,” Johanson says. She and Berry, for their 
part, may visit more frequently. 

PROJECT TEAM 

PATRICK O’HARE; AKIKO HROVAT; CINDY MOORE; CINDY KUPKA: EDG DESIGN. 

KELLY EDWARDS: SCOTT EDWARDS ACHITECTURE. MELINDA MORRISON LIGHTING: 

LIGHTING CONSULTANT. ROWBOAT GALLERY: ART CONSULTANT. STRICKER ENGI NEER-

ING: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. GROTH-GATES HEATING & SHEET METAL: MECHAN ICAL 

ENGINEER. EC ELECTRIC: ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. NORTH COAST MECHANICAL: PLUMB-

ING ENGINEER. HARPER HOUF PETERSON RIGHELLIS: CIVIL ENGINEER. COYOTE 

GARDENS: LANDSCAPING CONTRACTOR. BAY VIEW DOOR & MILLWORK CO: WOOD-

WORK. O’BRIEN & COMPANY: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

PRODUCT SOURCES  

FROM FRONT INDUSTRY WEST: CHAIRS (RECEPTION). ERIC BRAND: CUSTOM BAN QUETTE 

(RECEPTION), CUSTOM SECTIONAL (LOUNGE), CUSTOM BANQUETTES (RESTAURANT), CUS-

TOM TABLE (GUEST ROOM). CHRISTOPHER BOOTS: CHANDELIER (LOUNGE). ROOST: CHAIR. 

L’AVIVA HOME: PILLOWS. OVERGAARD & DYRMAN: COCKTAIL TABLES. NANIMARQUINA: 

RUG. MARSET: SCONCE (LOBBY). JANUS ET CIE: MESH CHAIRS (RESTAURANT). DESIGN-

FORM FURNISHINGS: LEATHER CHAIRS. BLOOM LIGHTING: CUSTOM PENDANT FIXTURES 

(RESTAURANT, GUEST ROOM). KIMBALL HOSPITALITY: BED, SECTIONAL (GUEST ROOM). 

COSMOPOLITAN HOSPITALITY: NIGHTSTAND. WOLF-GORDON: WALL COVERING. PABLO 

DESIGNS: LANTERN. GFI: CURTAIN. BROCK-MFG: BENCH (SPA). THROUGHOUT ANDERSEN 

CORPORATION: CUSTOM WINDOWS, CUSTOM DOORS. 
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Opposite top: A guest room mixes woods. Opposite bottom: Guests can 
display photos in the lobby. 

Top, from left: Wooden seating surrounds the hot tub at Tidepools Spa. Its 
changing rooms have cedar paneling. Bottom: The deck seating reappears 
on a balcony.
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